Essington International Senior College
Charles Darwin University

First Year (Year 10 / Stage 1)
Second Year (Stage 1/ Stage 2)
Third Year (Stage 2)

Textbook List 2020

If the subject is not listed it does not require a textbook or specific stationery at this stage.

ACCOUNTING
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- 1 ACCOUNTING WORKBOOK 6th Ed [YEAR 11/12 ESSENTIALS]
  ISBN: 978192550511/122 POSSIBLE 7th ED IN 2019 $56.00
- 1 EXERCISE BOOK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE

ART
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- 1 ERASER QUALITY WHITE PLASTIC [7085-20]
- 1 PENCIL GOLDFABER DELUXE HB [11-11/1221-HB-20]
- 1 PENCIL PROGRESSO GRAPHITE 6B [8911.6B]
- 2 DISPLAY BK A3 20 INSERTS BLACK WITH INSERT COVER [7005115]

ART
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- 1 ERASER QUALITY WHITE PLASTIC [7085-20]
- 1 PENCIL GOLDFABER DELUXE HB [11-11/1221-HB-20]
- 1 PENCIL PROGRESSO GRAPHITE 6B [8911.6B]
- 3 DISPLAY BK A3 20 INSERTS BLACK WITH INSERT COVER [7005115]
BIOLOGY
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
• EDUCATION PERFECT SCIENCE SUBSCRIPTION Available from School $40.00
• 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]
• 1 DISPLAY FOLDER A4, 20 INSERTS
• SACE STAGE 1 BIOLOGY WORKBOOK 2ND EDITION [RHYS LEWIS]
  ISBN: 978-0-6481667-6-4
  Published by SASTA available at sasta.asn.au $58.00

BIOLOGY
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
• SACE 2 BIOLOGY (Australian curriculum) WORKBOOK- FIRST EDITION, Alan Cierie, David Greig and Simon Ruthuen ISBN:9781925505047 $69.00
• BIOLOGY SASTA STUDY GUIDE 2020 [ESSENTIALS SERIES] $34.00
• 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]
• DISPLAY FOLDER A4, 20 INSERTS

BUSINESS INNOVATION
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
• 1 DISPLAY FOLDER A4, 20 INSERTS
• 1 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]

BUSINESS INNOVATION
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
• BUSINESS & ENTERPRISE WORKBOOK: HOW TO WRITE AN EFFECTIVE REPORT ISBN 9781921548215 $34.95
• 1 DISPLAY FOLDER A4, 20 INSERTS
• 1 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]

CHEMISTRY
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
• SACE1 CHEMISTRY WORKBOOK [AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM] 2nd Ed. ISBN: 9781925505221
  AUTHOR/S RHYS LEWIS, KATE MORGANTE, LUKE STARCZAK $67.00
• 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]
• 2 DISPLAY FOLDER A4, 20 INSERTS

CHEMISTRY
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
• SACE 2 AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM CHEMISTRY, AUTHORS: GLEN ARTHUR AND RHYS LEWIS 2nd EDITION
  ISBN: 9781925505191 $64.00
• CHEMISTRY SASTA STUDY GUIDE 2020 $34.00
• 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM
• 2 DISPLAY FOLDER A4, 20 INSERTS

DANCE
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
PERFORMANCE LEVY - $50.00
• EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]
DANCE
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- PERFORMANCE LEVY - $50.00
- EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]

DRAMA
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- PERFORMANCE LEVY - $50.00

Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- PERFORMANCE LEVY - $50.00

ECONOMICS
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- SACE 2 ECONOMICS WORKBOOK EIGHTH EDITION ESSENTIALS $52.00
- SACE 2 ECONOMICS KEY IDEAS TEXTBOOK FOURTH EDITION ESSENTIALS $74.00
  ISBN: 978-1-921548-09-3

ENGLISH
First Year (Year 10) Year 10 – Cambridge IGCSE World Literature
The Year 10 English course is delivered as a dual curriculum program. Students cover the Australian Curriculum Year 10 standards whilst also having the option to achieve an IGCSE through coursework and external examination.
- CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL EXAMINATIONS ANTHOLOGY OF STORIES IN ENGLISH “STORIES OF OURSELVES" $28.95
- MACBETH OXFORD SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE [SHAKESPEARE] $16.95
  ISBN: 9780330336796
- 1 WRITING PAD A4 8MM RULED 100 PAGE [WPR011]
- 1 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS
- 1 HIGHLIGHTER 4 ASSORTED COLOURS IN WALLET [MHL11/1234]

ENGLISH
Second Year (Year 11) Stage 1
- AN INSPECTOR CALLS 978-0141185354 $19.99
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.] $16.95
- 1 HIGHLIGHTER 4 ASSORTED COLOURS IN WALLET [MHL11/1234]
- 1 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS ASSORTED
- 1 DOCUMENT WALLET CARDBOARD ASSORTED

ENGLISH) LITERARY STUDIES
Second Year (Year 11) Stage 1
- OTHELLO CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL SHAKESPEARE [SHAKESPEARE] CAMBRIDGE
  ISBN: 9781107615595 $16.95
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.] $16.95
- 1 HIGHLIGHTER 4 ASSORTED COLOURS IN WALLET [MHL11/1234]
- 1 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS ASSORTED
- 1 DOCUMENT WALLET CARDBOARD ASSORTED
- 1 SHEET PROTECTORS A4 PKT 10 [25130]
ENGLISH
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
English
- DICTIONARY MACQUARIE SCHOOL 2E + CD-ROM JOHN WILEY & SO 2nd Ed. $39.95
- THE TURNING BY TIM WINTON [9780143568834] $22.99
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108.]
- 1 HIGHLIGHTER 4 ASSORTED COLOURS IN WALLET [MHL11/1234]
- 1 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS ASSORTED
- 1 DOCUMENT WALLET CARDBOARD ASSORTED
- 1 SHEET PROTECTORS A4 PKT 10 [25130]

(ENGLISH) LITERARY STUDIES
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
Literary Studies
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108]
- 1 HIGHLIGHTER 4 ASSORTED COLOURS IN WALLET [MHL11/1234]
- 1 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS ASSORTED
- 1 DOCUMENT WALLET CARDBOARD ASSORTED
- 1 SHEET PROTECTORS A4 PKT 10 [25130]

HISTORY
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- 1 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108]
- Photocopying Levy will apply

HISTORY
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2, New book not published yet
- 1 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108]

HEALTH
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- 1 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108]

HEALTH
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- 1 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 8MM [56108]
- 1 DISPLAY FOLDER (20 INSERTS)

LEGAL STUDIES
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- LEGAL STUDIES KEY IDEAS TEXTBOOK SACE 1 [BAILEY] 4th Ed. ISBN: 978-1-921548-11-6 $69.00
LEGAL STUDIES
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2, Options 2-3 are optional but recommended
- SACE 2 LEGAL STUDIES TEXTBOOK 2nd Ed. [SACE ESSENTIALS]
  ISBN: 978-1-925489-08-6
  $76.00
- SACE 2 LEGAL STUDIES WORKBOOK 7th Ed. [SACE ESSENTIALS]
  ISBN: 9781921548111/123, optional but recommended
  $55.00
- COURT AND TORT A STUDENT WORKBOOK 2020, optional but recommended
  WWW.LETASA.COM/INDEX.PHP/PUBLICATIONS
  $39.00
- STAGE 2 EXAM REVISION GUIDE 2020, optional but recommended
  WWW.LETASA.COM/INDEX.PHP/PUBLICATIONS
  $25.00

MATHEMATICS
First Year (Year 10) Year 10
The Year 10 Mathematics course is delivered as a dual curriculum program. Students cover the Australian Curriculum Year 10 standards whilst also having the option to achieve an IGCSE through coursework and external examination.

ESSENTIAL MATHEMATICS
First Year (Year 10) Year 10
- CAMBRIDGE IGCSE INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS (0607) EXTENDED, SECOND EDITION
  ISBN: 978-1-925489-65-1
  $61.60
Note: Most students already have this book. Please ensure that students have the SECOND EDITION.
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE
  $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800]
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES

GENERAL MATHEMATICS
First Year (Year 10) Year 10
- CAMBRIDGE IGCSE INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS (0607) EXTENDED, SECOND EDITION
  ISBN: 978-1-925489-65-1
  $61.60
Note: Most students already have this book. Please ensure that students have the SECOND EDITION.
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE
  $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800]
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES

MATHEMATICAL METHODS
First Year (Year 10) Year 10
- CAMBRIDGE IGCSE INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS (0607) EXTENDED, SECOND EDITION
  ISBN: 978-1-925489-65-1
  $61.60
Note: Most students already have this book. Please ensure that students have the SECOND EDITION.
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE
  $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800]
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES
MATHEMATICS
Second Year (Year 11) Stage 1

GENERAL MATHEMATICS
- MATHEMATICS FOR AUSTRALIA 11 GENERAL MATHEMATICS $51.00
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800] – bought in First Year
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES

MATHEMATICAL METHODS
- MATHEMATICS FOR AUSTRALIA 11 MATHEMATICAL METHODS $51.00
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800] – bought in First Year
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES

SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS
- MATHEMATICS FOR AUSTRALIA 11 SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS $48.00
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800] – bought in First Year
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES

MATHEMATICS
Third Year (Year 12) Stage 2

Stage 2 General Mathematics
- MATHEMATICS FOR AUSTRALIA 12 GENERAL MATHEMATICS ISBN: 978-1-925489-01-9 $52.00
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE $209.00
- 1 MATHS SET HELIX OXFORD 8 PIECE [351800] – bought in First Year
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES
- YEAR 12 GENERAL MATHEMATICS STUDY & REVISION GUIDE 2020 $35.00

Stage 2 Mathematical Methods
- MATHEMATICS FOR AUSTRALIA 12 Mathematical Methods SBN: 978-1-925489-02-6 $52.00
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE $209.00
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES
- YEAR 12 MATHEMATICAL METHODS STUDY & REVISION GUIDE 2020 $35.00

Stage 2 Specialist Mathematics
- MATHEMATICS FOR AUSTRALIA 12 SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS ISBN: 978-1-925489-03-3 $52.00
- 1 CALCULATOR GRAPHIC TEXAS TI84 PLUS CE $209.00
- 4 EXERCISE BK A4 REFLEX 96 PAGE 5MM SQUARES
- YEAR 12 SPECIALIST MATHEMATICS STUDY & REVISION GUIDE 2020 $35.00

MEDIA STUDIES
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE: PREMIER PRO, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP, IMOVIE, VIDEOPAD, SONYVEGAS (EDITING SUITE THAT IS COMPATIBLE WITH LAPTOP)
- 1X EXERCISE BK A4 WRITER PREMIUM 128 PAGE 8MM [7032639]
MEDIA STUDIES
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE: PREMIER PRO, ADOBE PHOTOSHOP, IMOVIE, VIDEOPAD, SONYVEGAS (EDITING SUITE THAT IS COMPATIBLE WITH LAPTOP)
- 1X EXERCISE BK A4 WRITER PREMIUM 128 PAGE 8MM [7032639]

MUSIC
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- 1 x ERASER
- 1 X TUDOR A4 MUSIC BOOK FEINT & STANE 96 PAGE [7036783]
- 2 X STAEDLER GRAPHITE PENCILS [7024801]
- 3 X DISPLAY FOLDER CLEAR A4 TUDOR

MUSIC
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- 1 x ERASER
- 1 X TUDOR A4 MUSIC BOOK FEINT & STANE 96 PAGE [7036783]
- 2 X STAEDLER GRAPHITE PENCILS [7024801]
- 3 X DISPLAY FOLDER CLEAR A4 TUDOR

NUTRITION
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- NUTRITION THE INSIDE STORY JANET REYNOLDS HOME ECONOMICS INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA 0980486106 and 9780980486100 $54.00

NUTRITION
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- SACE 2 NUTRITION WORKBOOK 5th EDITION 2015 ISBN 978-1-921548-23-9 $55.00
- KEY ESSENTIALS NUTRITION BOOK $34.00
- NUTRITION SASTA STUDY GUIDE 2020.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- THE FIFTH EDITION OF ESSENTIALS EDUCATION’S PHYSICAL EDUCATION WORKBOOK 2020 JANUARY ISBN: 978-1-925505-31-3 $64.00

PHYSICS
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- AUTHOR/S: MARIA CARUSO $67.00
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 WRITER PREMIUM 128 PAGE 8MM [7032639]
- 2 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS ASSORTED

PHYSICS
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- PHYSICS SACE 2 WORKBOOK 3rd Ed. $69.00
- PHYSICS SASTA STUDY GUIDE 2020. $34.00
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 WRITER PREMIUM 128 PAGE 8MM [7032639]
PSYCHOLOGY
Second Year (Year 10/11) Stage 1
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 WRITER PREMIUM 128 PAGE 8MM [7032639]

PSYCHOLOGY
Third Year (Year 11/12) Stage 2
- SATSA STUDY GUIDE FOR PSYCHOLOGY 2020 [ESSENTIALS] $34.00
- 2 EXERCISE BK A4 WRITER PREMIUM 128 PAGE 8MM [7032639]
- 1 DISPLAY BK A4 20 INSERTS
PERSONAL ITEMS FOR STUDENT USE ESSENTIAL STATIONERY:

Senior College students need to purchase (or have from last year) the following stationery items:

- 1 CALCULATOR SCIENTIFIC
- 2 PEN MEDIUM POINT BLUE
- 2 PEN MEDIUM POINT BLACK
- 2 PEN MEDIUM POINT RED
- 2 PENCIL HB
- 2 PENCIL 2B
- 1 PENCIL COLOURED 11/12
- 1 ERASER QUALITY WHITE PLASTIC
- 1 SCISSORS
- 1 GLUE STICK
- 1 HIGHLIGHTER 4 ASSORTED COLOURS
- 1 PENCIL SHARPENER
- 1 PENCIL CASE
- 1 RULER PLASTIC CLEAR 30CM
- 1 USB THUMBDRIVE 16GB
- 1 CORRECTION TAPE SIDEWINDER
- 1 ASSORTED COLOURED MARKERS 11/12
- 1 COMBINATION LOCK

OPTIONAL
- 2 MAGAZINE BOX CARDBOARD (For subject books in lockers)

For enquiries regarding text books, please contact Peter Moore, Head of Senior College on: peter.moore@essington.nt.edu.au